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Have you been naughty or nice? It’s the holiday season once again and it’s time to claim your rewards 
for being good this year. Your favorite gadgets brand has just released a new model with a smaller size. 
You’ve been eyeing that new pair of shoes for the longest time and now they’re on sale. Your high 
school friends are having a yearly get-together at this new restaurant. And of course, your “inaanak” will 
be expecting something nice as well because he/she, like you, was “good” this year. These are the 
unexpected expenses. Although non-essential, we do this every year to keep the holiday spirit alive. 
 
With all the investment insights we’ve learned this year, your hard-earned money may now be parked in 
a short-term instrument such as 30-day Time Deposit or a 30-day Special Deposit Account (SDA) offered 
by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). The problem in this situation is that you will have to wait for 
the maturity of your placement before they become available. By that time, your favorite gadget may 
already be out of stock. The shoes you’ve been eyeing have been sold. Your friends will no longer be 
available for a get-together because they’re busy with their own plans. And you’ll be left with a sad pout 
from your “inaanak”, thinking that Santa forgot him/her this year. 
 
As SDA rates decreased recently and with the new minimum placement requirement, you find yourself 
searching for that best substitute. It should allow you to continue the investment discipline you’ve 
learned for the year and be liquid enough for those unexpected expenses. BPI Asset Management offers 
you that convenience along with other important features through the BPI Short-Term Fund. 
 
The BPI Short-Term Fund (BPI STF) is a pooled fund invested in short-term instruments for Moderately 
Conservative investors. For as low as P10,000, you can invest in this Investment Fund through any of the 
BPI branches nationwide. You’ll be purchasing units of BPI STF and the price per unit (Net Asset Value 
per Unit or NAVPU) changes over time, fluctuating but generally trending upward. 
 

 
 

It’s more liquid and convenient than your 30-day SDA because it has no maturity and redemptions can 
be serviced by any BPI branch. Upon your redemption*, your funds will be available the next day for that 
important expense that will help you cap off this good year. Moreover, you can enroll your BPI STF in 
your BPI Express Online Account. Once enrolled, you can make additional subscriptions* and do your 
redemptions* online, anytime and anywhere. 
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The historical return of the BPI STF is comparable to that of the BSP SDA, plus you get to enjoy that extra 
convenience. Although the returns are not guaranteed, by keeping it invested by at least a month, you 
get to minimize the risk of your investment. 
 

 
 
SDAs booked in BPI might have increased in minimum placement amount but as they say, as one door 
closes, windows of opportunity open. With BPI STF, you get to continue that investment discipline but 
still enjoy that extra convenience for that important unexpected expense. As the year closes, new 
products, shopping mall sales and get-togethers are inevitable. For this holiday season, the best gift we 
could give you is to keep things hassle-free. 
 
 
*Cut-off for transactions is 1:30 PM. Redemption made after shall be considered next day transaction 


